Participants studied seven meaningful scene-regions bordered by removable boundaries (30 s each). In Experiment 1 (N = 80) participants used visual or haptic exploration and then minutes later, reconstructed boundary position using the same or the alternate modality. Participants in all groups shifted boundary placement outward (boundary extension), but visual study yielded the greater error. Critically, this modality-specific difference in boundary extension transferred without cost in the cross-modal conditions, suggesting a functionally unitary scene representation. In Experiment 2 (N = 20), bimodal study led to boundary extension that did not differ from haptic exploration alone, suggesting that bimodal spatial memory was constrained by the more ''conservative'' haptic modality. In Experiment 3 (N = 20), as in picture studies, boundary memory was tested 30 s after viewing each scene-region and as with pictures, boundary extension still occurred. Results suggest that scene representation is organized around an amodal spatial core that organizes bottom-up information from multiple modalities in combination with top-down expectations about the surrounding world.
Introduction
Multiple sensory modalities provide the perceiver with rich information about the surrounding world. In spite of this, similar to other areas of perception, research on scene perception has typically been studied through a modalityspecific lens (usually vision; Intraub, 2012; O'Regan, 1992 ). Yet, even when perception is limited to the visual modality alone participants frequently remember seeing the continuation of the scene just beyond the boundaries of the view, in the absence of any corresponding sensory input (boundary extension; Intraub & Richardson, 1989) . This can occur very rapidly, across intervals as brief as a saccadic eye movement (Dickinson & Intraub, 2008; Intraub & Dickinson, 2008) . Boundary extension may be an adaptive error that facilitates integration of successive views of the world (Hubbard, Hutchison, & Courtney, 2010; Intraub, 2010 Intraub, , 2012 . Indeed, research has shown that boundary extension can prime visual perception of upcoming layout, when that layout is subsequently presented (e.g., Gottesman, 2011) .
What leads to this spatial error? Intraub (2010 , 2012 ) and Intraub and Dickinson (2008 suggested that rather than a visual representation, representation of visual scenes is actually a multisource representation in that it incorporates information from both the sensory source (vision) as well as top-down sources of information that place the studied view within a likely surrounding spatial context. Potential top-down sources include amodal continuation http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2015.01.010 0010-0277/Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
